text a tip
{be a hero}

>>> text GLOTIP + message >>>

>>> to CRIMES (274637) >>>

- concern for another student
- suspicious activity
- drugs or drug information
- gangs, violence or abuse
- weapons on school property
- info on past crimes

fast. simple. 100% anonymous.

For emergencies dial 911  Add us to your contacts (274637)  Text us anytime 24/7

Sponsored by the Gloucester County Prosecutor's Office.
SENDING AN SMS TEXT TIP
GLOUCESTER COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE

This is the numeric equivalent of CRIMES on a traditional keypad. A PDA or smartphone may be mapped differently.

Your keyword is “GLOTIP”. It should be the first part of all NEW tips.

This is the actual tip. All messages should begin with the keyword, followed by a space then the tip.

Note: Subsequent messages can be sent without the keyword.

Spelling out CRIMES on this keypad would result in entering “82@,1-”, so you would need to enter 274637 instead.

Spelling out CRIMES on this keypad would result in entering “274637”.